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Grid Computing
Collaborative work among environment devices

Heterogeneity

Geographical dispersion

Transparent access to resources

Jobs results must not be manipulated

Damage to applications

Recomputing and high cost in terms of performance 

It is necessary to meet requirement of integrity processing

Mechanism for detecting manipulation of results to prevent malicious 
attacks or subversion of resources



A Grid Computing Diagnosis Model
for Tolerating Manipulation Attacks

Preventing corruption in the grids

Verification of processing integrity

Detection, prevention and exclusion of misbehaving hosts 
(nodes)

Main contribution
A distributed and hierarchical system-
level diagnosis model based on 
information on the reputation of the nodes

A security layer implemented in the 
GridSim simulator



Executor nodes

Resources providers

Tester nodes

Responsible for providing resources and testing the Executor 
nodes

A tester node is also a executor node, but the reciprocal is not 
true

Ultra-Reliable nodes (UR)

Each UR node is responsible for a set of nodes (cluster)

An UR node may apply tests, validate the perceptions from 
tester nodes and elevate the status of nodes of it’s cluster

Components 
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Diagnosis Procedure

Tester nodes send two different test jobs to the same executor node

Executor node sends the results back to the respective tester nodes

Tester nodes send their perceptions on the executor node to the UR node 
which evaluates the behavior 

This process is repeated until all the nodes of the cluster have been tested
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Malicious Nodes

Fool
Always return arbitrary results

Common
Return arbitrary results with a certain fixed probability

Intelligent
Provide resources and contribute for a while, until they get good 
reputation and start to return arbitrary results



Voting

UR nodes with highest reputation test each other

If a given UR node acts in a suspicious way, a diagnosis group 
will decide whether it is a malicious (cheating) or idoneous node

Honeypots

Node that emulate a certain behavior in order to detect if an 
UR node is offering a correct diagnosis about its cluster

Model Extended



If an UR node verifies that another UR node has responded in a 
arbitrary way, the latter will be considered as suspected

Then, it is invoked a diagnosis group formed by highest reputation 
UR nodes

Each member of the group creates a

test job and send it to the suspect node

 

Suspected node sends the results back to the 
group, that compares them against the
expected results

Diagnosis Group



The perceptions from all members of the group about the 
suspected UR node are broadcasted and exchanged

Through a majority voting scheme the group diagnoses the 
behavior of the suspected UR node

If the suspected UR node is considered as
cheating, then the highest reputation node 
into the diagnosis group (the coordinator) 
will exclude the malicious UR node from the grid, 
putting it in a blacklist and redistributing it’s the
executors and tester nodes

Decision-Taking

X



Algorithm



Evaluation of the Model

GridSim v 3.3

New features introduced

Creation of a graphical interface

Two scenarios →  with and without the decision-taking algorithm 
and honeypots

Initially, a unique UR node

Maximum of 200 executor nodes and 10 URs

Detected malicious nodes →  blacklist

Admission of new nodes after each test round

Variation of percentage of malicious nodes (executor and URs)

Variation of frequency of test rounds



Metrics

Degree of Detection

Number of detected malicious nodes

Accuracy

Number of jobs correctly processed

Total number of jobs

Cost 

Number of test-jobs 

Total number of jobs



Detection of Malicious Nodes

Variation on the total of malicious nodes detected is irrelevant with only 
10% of intelligent cheating UR nodes

The bigger the presence of cheating UR nodes in the environment, the 
stronger is the system

All cheating UR nodes are

detected, no matter the 

quantity of malicious nodes

in the grid nor the frequency 

of the tests



Accuracy

In every case, the accuracy achieved through the proposed strategy is 
significantly higher 

 

With 1/6 of executors nodes acting in a malicious way and 10% of 
intelligent cheating nodes in 
the grid, we obtain an 
accuracy of 99.4%

 
Comparatively, accuracy is 
even higher when there is
more intelligent cheating
nodes in the grid



Processing Cost

With tests occurring every 12 hours, the cost increases from 12.3% to 
17%, using the proposed strategy

Cost does not depend on

the quantity of malicious 

executor nodes nor 

intelligent cheating UR

nodes, but only the 

frequency of round tests



Graphical Interface

It makes easier the 
interpretation of the dynamics of 
the grid and the results

It allows the creation and 
configuration of scenarios in a 
quick way

It shows the events (testing 
procedure, detection and 
exclusion of malicious nodes, 
elevation of reputation, etc) in 
real time during the simulation



Conclusion

The use of system-level diagnosis is an efficient 
solution

Heterogeneous and dynamic nature of the grids

Detection of all malicious nodes, even those who act rationally

Diagnosis model proposed

A hierarchical, distributed and reputation-based approach

It meets the processing integrity requirement, without an 
additional infrastructure, such as cryptographic keys 



Future Work

A more extensive evaluation of the metrics and 
scenarios, in order to reduce the cost

Implementation of a tool based on the model, 
in order  to incorporate it into a real grid P2P-
based, such as OurGrid



   

Thank you!
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